Both volumes contain excellent introductions. W. R. Johnson, a critic who has been most willing to find the dark humor in Lucan's poetry, situates the work accordingly as a "unique fusion of high seriousness with an especially bitter kind of satire fueled by vehement sarcasm" and takes the reader through the greatest hits of modern Lucanian criticism-anti-heroics, Olympian omissions, the poet's relationship to Nero, the poem's "ending"-with an eye to this fusion. Peter Heslin, in a nimble twenty-five pages, efficiently lays out the mythological tradition inherited by Statius and frames the Achilleid as a "Very Serious Epic" in an effort to grasp what exactly we should do with this 1000-odd-line poem. In sections with provocative titles such as "Transvestism, Rape, Revelation, and Forgiveness-Seriously?" and "Achilles' Heel and the Vulnerabilities of the Invulnerable," Heslin ensures that the accompanying poem cannot be read as an incomplete curiosity but rather as an interpretative challenge as worthy as any other in the Latin epic tradition.
Both books also include a glossary of proper names and a short list of recommended secondary literature; Walters' volume also helps orient readers with a map of Lucan's Mediterranean theater of war and a particularly useful plot synopsis. In the case of the Civil War, these resources may provide a refresher to the casual reader who has some background in mythology and Roman history, but Lucan's epic contains a formidable number of persons, places, and things often presented in an oblique fashion. Accordingly, it is difficult to recommend this edition for classroom use when Braund's translation (not to mention Matthew Fox's recent translation) 14 offers comparable material supported by ample explanatory notes. Because of size, scope, and Statius' more straightforward style, this is far less of an issue for the Achilleid, and, accordingly, Lombardo's translation seems like a perfect addition to any reading course that covers the epic tradition, complicating in a compact manner issues such as heroism, masculinity, and sexual identity and offering a ready-made literary foil to the Iliadic Achilles more familiar to our modern imagination. The title of this book perfectly reflects the contents: the first half (3-126) is a general exploration of Roman historical drama, and the second half then looks in detail at the Octavia (129-360). The section on Nachleben ("The Afterlife," 363-419) is necessarily restricted to the Octavia as the sole surviving exemplar of the genre, but it makes the case for its importance to the rise of vernacular European tragedy and to the beginnings of opera. The views of Kragelund on praetex(ta)ta are well known: the eighteen items of his work on the subject in his bibliography barely scratch the surface of a long and influential career.
Kragelund is in line with G. Manuwald (Roman Republican Theatre [Cambridge 2011] ) and others in his dismissal of a schizophrenia between a performed and military-religiously engaged republican historical drama and an imperial one, recited and politically critical, yet curiously disengaged (13-45). Three plays are separated out for special attention: the Brutus and Decius of Accius (46-57) and the deeply self-referential play written, produced, and directed by Balbus while governor in Betica (58-68). Not all readers will be convinced by the distinction Kragelund draws between the earlier writers of historical drama, such as Naevius, and Accius, the last (and greatest) writer of the genre, who is seen to have merged the strands of dramas based on early Rome and ones concerned with contemporary politics. His Brutus, for example, was set at the beginning of the Republic but was commissioned by an heir of the tyrannicide, who had personal political motives for the commission. It can as easily be argued that one eye was always on the political advantages of a choice of subject irrespective of whether the other eye focused on a recent or legendary event.
Nine concise chapters on the Octavia deal with the main issues of the play. Kragelund's writing is, as always, terse and clear. "Genre continuity" (129-43) and "Time and Place" (144-71) are compelling for arguing for a three-day and twelve-scene structure based on Hellenistic tragedy, an argument continued in "Plot and Historical Background" (172-89). This view should become canonical as against the two-day structure advocated by A. J. Boyle (ed., Octavia, Attributed to Seneca [Oxford 2008] ) and by R. Ferri (ed., Octavia: A Play Attributed to Seneca [Cambridge 2003]) . Kragelund is correct that the talisman for Octavia, explicitly and implicitly, is Electra ("Octavia and the People," 190-212): the stylishly Attic Octavia rubs in interesting ways with the very Roman pro-Octavia chorus . The conversation between Seneca in the Octavia and Seneca's own plays (refreshingly more interesting to Kragelund than the well-mined links to De clementia) highlights the distance between Seneca and Nero as a Hellenistic despot ("Seneca and Nero, . The next two chapters ("The Ghost, the Divorce, and the Wedding"; "What Poppaea Saw, grapple with the appearance of Agrippina in a dream and Poppaea's distressed appearance in the next scene, the morning of her wedding. Kragelund's views are supported by his knowledge of the fragments of a poem in Greek on the apotheosis of Poppaea, the composition of which would have been close to, but before, the play. After a short chapter on the final scenes (and Kragelund is correct to note that Senecan drama, as also the Octavia, was built-like most of Shakespeare-on scenes and not acts), he concludes with "The Time of Writing" (297-360). The chapter is more about collecting and taking a fresh look at the evidence than arguing a particular point of view. Kragelund's use of numismatic, funerary, and epigraphic evidence, especially, shows him in his best light.
What I have always admired about Kragelund is that his equally respected skills as an art historian/museum curator and philologist have allowed him to bring a fresh perspective and new evidence to the subject. He sees Octavia and he sees the stage in ways that animate the text and lend perspective to numerous textual or interpretative dilemmas. Kragelund has been a leader of a welcome trend that has been reassessing Roman historical drama, especially its relationship with Roman tragedy (for which see Brill's Companion to Roman Tragedy [Leiden 2015; reviewed at CJ Online, 2016.08.06] ). Again, Kragelund shares
